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When it’s time

Come explore

It’s all here. The sights, the sounds, the people and the places
of Plano. All ready to welcome you back, when you’re ready.
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MESSAGE H FROM THE PRESIDENT

KAREN HUNT
MAYOR, CITY OF COPPELL
TML PRESIDENT

I know everyone is expecting me to launch immediately into commentary about the 87th Legislative Session. But first, over
the past 27 years, the April issue of Texas Town and City has been a special one, devoted to a subject that’s very important
to our state and its cities: tourism and travel. This edition is the product of a strong partnership between TML and the
Texas Association of Convention and Visitor Bureaus. I encourage you to read this issue carefully, especially in light of the
difficult year the tourism industry has faced because of the pandemic. Every Texas town, from big to small, has a special
story to tell, and the League wants to help you discover your community’s voice when its perhaps most needed.
And now to the Texas Capitol. By the time this magazine hits your email, we’ll be roughly two-thirds of the way through an
extraordinary 2021 Texas Legislative Session. Just when we thought the pandemic would be this session’s unique focus,
along came the worst, most debilitating ice storm in over a decade. These two topics have dominated policy discussions
so far, and it’s likely that important legislation will pass dealing with both.
So the important questions is, where do cities and the League fit into this mix? The answer is: as essential partners with
our colleagues in state government. Cities helped lead the way from the early stages onward during the pandemic, and
we were on the front lines of emerging from power and water outages. All the while with little or no financial help from the
state (though that’s by design). All we ask as this regular session churns to a close is to preserve our ability to be financially
and structurally self-sufficient in order to continue that partnership.
When you hear from me or League staff in the final days that quick action is needed to protect municipal self-sufficiency,
please make every effort to help us at a moment’s notice. We can get through this and emerge on the other side of these
crises stronger and more resilient than ever.

Karen Hunt
Mayor, City of Coppell
TML President
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TML H NEWS
recognition, subscriptions, and discounts are available
exclusively to TML Associate Members.
Learn more about the program, options, and benefits by
visiting https://www.tml.org/165/Business-Membership.

Online Public Funds Investment
Act Training

Save the Date: TML Annual Conference
and Exhibition
This year, TML and the City of Houston are teaming
up to host the Annual Conference and Exhibition,
October 6-8, at the George R. Brown Convention Center.
Look for the conference program online in July at
https://tmlconference.org.

TML partners with Virtual Learning Concepts to offer
online Public Funds Investment Act training for city officials.
State law requires that the city’s treasurer, chief financial
officer, and investment officer attend at least one 10-hour
PFIA training session within 12 months after taking office,
and an additional eight-hour course every successive two
years. This online course offers the full 10 hours of certified
training from the comfort of home or office. Testing will take
place as course sections are completed, and a certificate
of completion can be generated at the end of the course.
Register for the course at www.virtuallearningconcepts.com.

Apply Now for a Municipal
Excellence Award

TML Associate Membership Has a
New Look!

The TML Municipal Excellence Awards have been celebrating
and inspiring municipal excellence and innovation for more
than 25 years. Each year, awards are given in two population
categories (cities under 25,000 and cities over 25,000)
and in five subject categories (city spirit, communication
programs, management innovations, public safety, and
public works). The deadline to submit online applications is
June 4. For additional details including the application link,
visit www.tml.org/210/Municipal-Excellence-Awards.

TML Associate Members provide services and resources to
city officials across the state, while upholding the League’s
mission of empowering Texas cities to serve their citizens.

Access Archived Issues of
Texas Town & City

Conference registration and housing will open in late July.
Make plans to join us in-person in Houston for the largest
gathering of city officials in Texas!

Associate Membership is now offered at two levels,
Standard and Premier, which both provide useful tools and
outlets for gaining insight about Texas cities and connecting
with decision makers. A variety of year-round opportunities,

TEXAS TOWN & CITY •

Past issues of Texas Town & City (TTC) are now
available online in a pdf format for easy access.
Access any issue published from January 2019 through April
2021 at www.tml.org/583/Texas-Town-City. H
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Don’t Let Aging
Infrastructure
Impede Your
Growth.

Improve your community’s water
and wastewater service with Aqua Texas.
With more than 130 years of experience in the water and
wastewater industry, Aqua Texas has the expertise and
resources needed to serve water and wastewater systems
of all sizes. We have been serving communities throughout
Texas since 2003 and have invested more than $300 million to
improve and rebuild pipes, plants, wells and other infrastructure.
Learn about new Texas Fair Market Value legislation.

Steve Dunnahoe
Manager, Business Development
O: 817.367.1403
M: 817.822.3779
SMDunnahoe@AquaAmerica.com

Did you know that Fair Market Value benefits municipalities
by addressing urgent water and wastewater infrastructure
needs while unlocking capital for other priorities? Ask us how.

Learn more at WaterByAqua.com
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RISK POOL H NEWS
STRENGTH AND
STABILITY

POOL’S YEAR-END
FINANCIAL RESULTS

gram, which recognizes employers for their outstanding performance in establishing workplaces where employees thrive, enjoy
their work, and help their companies grow.

Funding the Workers’ Compensation Lifetime Benefits
Investment Portfolio (LTB Investment Portfolio)
Recent changes to State law expanded the Pool’s investment
authority in order to provide long-term workers’ compensation

The 2019-20 year was extraordinary for the Texas Municipal

death and lifetime income benefits. Higher yielding investments

League Intergovernmental Risk Pool, and one where the Pool

will support workers’ compensation rates for the long run.

continued to fulfill its mission of stability to and for our members.
The COVID-19 pandemic changed the world, including how the

Cyber Defense and Resiliency Services for Members

Pool operated. The Pool remained fully operational from day one

The Pool implemented a cyber security awareness training pro-

of the pandemic providing uninterrupted service to members who

gram for members to satisfy the requirements for the Cyberse-

have relied on the Pool for nearly 50 years. At the same time, the

curity Training Certification for State and Local Governments. The

Pool had to ensure stability for its staff as they worked to meet the

Board also approved a cyber security grant of $1.5 million to pro-

member’s needs. It was these two truths that led to the guiding

vide member funding for network intrusion detection and quaran-

precept, “Members First, Staff Always.” Based on one of the Pool’s

tined backups.

core values of “Public Service,” this precept became the calling
card for the board, management, and staff.
The financial condition of the Pool is strong and stable, supported
by a net position (Members’ Equity) of $417.5 million. In 2019-20,
revenues over expenses were $32.9 million, which included $20
million in unrealized investment gains.

Contribution rates for

most members were steady with no overall rate change. The
financial strength of the Pool allowed it to absorb higher claim
losses, including almost $10 million of COVID-19 related workers’
compensation claims.

Operating expenses were $3.4 million

under budget, due primarily to the pandemic restrictions and
austerity measures, yet the Pool was fully operational thanks to
a dedicated staff and technological investments. In April 2020,
the board approved a $5.5 million Return of Equity to members,
which included $4 million in response to member hardships
during the COVID-19 pandemic and $1.5 million designated to the
Membership Cyber Defense and Resiliency Program.
Some of the other notable developments during the year include:

Enhanced Property Loss Recovery Programs
for Members
The Pool developed programs to assist members after property
losses from catastrophic floods or devasting fires. For roofing
and building envelope damages, the Pool provides the Building
Envelope Systems Team (BEST) roofing program to assist with the
procurement process and management of the repair project. For
larger-scale damage requiring coordination of many trades, the
Pool utilizes Synergy NDS to provide cost estimates and options
for repairs.

Partnership Award
The Pool initiated a partnership award presented to members that
exhibit exemplary service to their communities and a dedication
to the partnership with the Pool. The Pool presented the inaugural Partnership Award to the Austin Police Department in January
2020 for its tireless approach to treating Post-Traumatic Stress
Injuries (PTSI) in first responders.
The Pool remains dedicated to its core values of integrity, public
service, fiscal responsibility and operational excellence. Servant

Best Places to Work in Insurance
Business Insurance recognized
the Pool in the annual “Best

leadership is the focus, and the partnership between the Pool and
its members has never been stronger. H

Places to Work in Insurance” pro-
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HEALTH POOL NEWS
H

What’s Really Behind Your Health Claims Cost?

•

Xarelto (monthly retail price $563.07) – a blood thinner that
may lower the risk of stroke, deep vein thrombosis (DVT),

As city officials are starting to think about budgets, the cost of your

pulmonary embolism (PE), and similar conditions

health plan may be on your mind. What goes into your healthcare
costs? No doubt you can think of a few conditions you’ve heard are

•

Humira (monthly retail price $8,618.69)

expensive—maybe kidney failure, or the birth of a premature baby.

– an immunosuppressive drug marketed for arthritis,

But the costs of everyday common conditions like diabetes keep

plaque psoriasis, ankylosing spondylitis, Crohn’s disease,

increasing. Why is that?

andulcerative colitis

Miracles Are Pricy

•

Xeljanz (monthly retail price $5,157) – an immunosuppressive
drug similar to Humira

Let’s take a moment to appreciate that medical research and
development is amazing. There’s the successful, concerted effort

•

(PrEP)

to develop a vaccine against the novel coronavirus and bring it
to market in under a year. And there are everyday miracles like
bladeless cancer surgeries and monoclonal antibody treatments

•

Trulicity (monthly retail price $239) – a type 2 diabetes
medication that helps your body release its own insulin

for autoimmune disorders which could previously only be treated
with immunosuppressive drugs that all but ensured you would get

Truvada (monthly retail price $1,973.81) – HIV prevention

•

a potentially dangerous infection. New HIV-preventing treatments

Ozempic (monthly retail price $997.49) – a type 2 diabetes
medication that increases insulin secretion, similar to Trulicity

can help stop or slow the spread of a disease that has killed more
than 700,000 Americans since it was first reported in the country.

•

Jardiance (monthly retail price $548.54) – a type 2 diabetes
medication that can help lower blood sugar

But these new treatments come at a high price. Take a medication
like Trulicity, a new diabetes drug that helps the body release

•

Cosentyx (monthly retail price $5,541.43) – a monoclonal

insulin. This medicine allows treatment of diabetes that wasn’t

antibody used to treat plaque psoriasis and certain types of

controlled well with insulin or insulin alone, but retails for $844.36

arthritis such as arthritis of the spine, psoriatic arthritis, axial

per month or $10,132.32 a year. If that gives you sticker shock,

spondyloarthritis

consider the autoimmune arthritis drug Humira at ten times that
or $8,618.69 a month.

•

Emgality (monthly retail price $575) – a monoclonal antibody to
treat migraines and cluster headaches with fewer debilitating
side effects, or for which other treatments have not worked

Advertisers Drive Demand
Drug makers spend hundreds of millions annually in advertising
to drive demand for new drugs, or new versions of drugs, that
are still protected from competition by patents and for which
the manufacturer can command a higher price. You might be

But That Doesn’t Mean Your Costs Have to Keep
Going up
You’ve seen it in the drug commercials, “You may pay as little as…”

surprised at how much money pharmaceutical companies spend

Treatment costs can be negotiated by risk pools, employer plans,

on generating demand for their new medications.

hospitals, and other groups with collective purchasing power,

In 2019, the highest spends on pharmaceutical advertising were
for these ten drugs:

•

often pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs). A transparent, passthrough PBM will show you whether they are achieving savings on
prescription medications on your behalf, and will pass the savings

Eliquis (monthly price $499; annual price $5,988) – a blood

along. That’s what’s behind the TML Health Benefits Pool’s recent

thinner medication used to treat and prevent blood clots and

switch to a transparent, pass-through PBM that’s already reduced

strokes in people with certain kinds of atrial fibrillation which

prescription costs by over one million dollars for members of the

is a relatively common condition

risk pool compared to the same month last year. H
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About TML Health Benefits
Pool
TML Health Benefits Pool offers
health benefits created by Texans
exclusively for Texas cities and
political subdivisions. TML Health
brings

together

hundreds

of

Texas public entities to leverage
collective purchasing power and
risk sharing to stabilize the cost
of health benefits and deliver the
lowest long- term net costs, while
offering additional services such as
wellness programs, virtual health
checkups,

telemedicine,

and

online and phone enrollment. By
sharing in the Pool, TML Health’s
members share the rewards of
superior health coverage—lower
costs, better health outcomes, and
more personalized service. H

Grandscape / The Colony, Texas

We know Texas.

ON A
GRAND
SCALE.
We’re Olsson, a nationally recognized engineering
and design firm with a strong presence in
the state. See our work at olsson.com.
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CITY LIGHTS
H

Euless Adapts and Stays Connected
During COVID-19
Preserving and Recognizing History in
Port Arthur

Pre-pandemic, the City of Euless hosted an in-person
town hall meeting in January and June. It was a friendly,
informal way to connect with residents, collaborate on
issues throughout the City, and answer questions.

The National Register of Historic Places recently added
another Texas location to its list. The Port Arthur Downtown
Historic District in Jefferson County has joined the list of
more than 3,300 other sites in Texas.

The town hall meeting was also a chance for the city
council to share projects in their districts. It was important
to the City to keep this connection, but in a COVID-safe way.
So the City created the Euless Town Hall Roadshow video.

The Port Arthur Downtown Historic District is nine city
blocks and includes 16 buildings within the commercial
core. Building architectural styles include Renaissance
Revival, Art Deco, and Late Modern. This downtown district
was recognized for its importance to the history of the
City and State of Texas. The Texas Historical Commission
assisted in the nomination.

Each councilmember was allowed approximately one
minute to share information about a specific project around
town. Projects covered in the video include library renovation
and fire station construction, but it also focused on street
projects, water line, and sanitary sewer improvements.

The National Register of Historic Places is part of a federal
program that coordinates and supports efforts to evaluate
and protect the country’s historic resources. Being a part of
the list allows access to expertise and grant funds related
to restoration and preservation.
To learn more about the National Register of Historic Places,
you can visit thc.texas.gov.

TEXAS TOWN & CITY •

The video was promoted in the City’s monthly printed
newsletter as well as on their website, via email, and all of
its social media channels. City councilmembers also shared
it on their social media pages. In addition, the HEB Chamber
of Commerce and many community groups shared the
video.
The video has received great feedback from residents and
council alike. You can view the Euless Town Hall Roadshow
on the City’s website at https://www.eulesstx.gov/home. H
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TML Health

Virtual Regional Meetings
Come ﬁnd out how we're making healthcare better for you in 2021, with new pharmacy
beneﬁts, a new vision network, a simpliﬁed enrollment process, and a switch to the
largest provider network in Texas.
This year you can attend our annual regional meeting conveniently from your living
room or oﬃce. Catch one of the virtual sessions on the dates below.
For Our Brokers
and Consultants

For Our Member
Groups Leadership and
Beneﬁt Coordinators

Possible Alternate
Dates

• Monday, May 10
10 am
1 pm

• Monday, May 17
1 pm

• Monday, May 24
10 am
2 pm

• Tuesday, May 18
1 pm
• Wednesday, May 19
10 am
• Thursday, May 20
10 am

Please visit us at www.tmlhealthbeneﬁts.org/rsvp
for more information.
TML Health Beneﬁts Pool is a non-proﬁt trust organization created by political subdivisions to provide
group beneﬁts services to participating political subdivisions and is not an insurance company.
This contains proprietary and conﬁdential information of TML Health.
TEXAS TOWN & CITY •
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• Thursday, May 27
10 am
2 pm

SMALL CITIES' CORNER
H

SELF-GUIDED
TOURS HIGHLIGHT
BELTON’S HISTORY
By Lindsay Weaver, Planning Clerk, City of Belton
Sure, a Google Earth-directed drive of East Street in Belton
can feel like a private tour from the comfort of home.
But to crane your neck to admire the beauty of the Renaissance Revival Bell County Courthouse, to hear the rustling
of the oak trees and the rush of Nolan Creek, to touch the
limestone walls – it’s just not the same as experiencing it
with your shoes on the sidewalk.
From that sentiment bloomed Belton’s Walking and Driving
Tour of Local History and Architecture. The idea sprouted
out of a simple question, asked over and over again, “Do
you have a guide to historic properties in Belton?”
“We don’t. That’s a good idea. We’re sorry,” we would say
at City Hall, and that same answer was given, we learned,
by the Chamber of Commerce, Convention and Visitors
Bureau, and employees at the Bell County Museum.
The tour, brochure, and app were conceived after a conversation that established a clear need and one that ended
with “Let’s go for it.” With the historic ice storm of February
in the rear-view mirror, what better time than now to explore
a quaint – yet vibrant – downtown in the heart of Central
Texas.
With Belton growing in population (exceeding 22,000 this
year), it continues to see increases in foot traffic in the
downtown area. Many people stop by City Hall seeking
information about their new home, and often questions
arise about the historic nature of downtown Belton and the
surrounding neighborhoods.
Today, new residents and visitors to Belton can pick up a
brochure that can assist them in discovering Belton. They

TEXAS TOWN & CITY •

can pull up the brochure on a smartphone while driving
around our historic neighborhoods or as they tour 175-year
old University of Mary Hardin-Baylor and see the historic
photos and short summaries of each property, with links to
a wealth of information from state and federal resources.
The history of Belton and the region is well-preserved by
the Bell County Museum, Bell County Historical Society,
and Belton’s Lena Armstrong Public Library. Each of these
entities provided input about which location is the most significant for patrons to visit on either a walking or driving tour.
Belton’s five historic districts are included, and information from the Historic Preservation Ordinance, along with
properties designated by the Texas Historical Commission
and National Registry of Historic Places, makes the list as
comprehensive and engaging as possible. Two years ago,
the brochure was presented to the Historic Preservation
Commission, which authorized its dissemination with unanimous support. The design was created in-house and a
grant helped fund the first 2,000 copies (printing was done
with a local press).
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The brochure is designed to stand the test
of time, as it combines a utilitarian quality
with classic design concepts. The historic buildings and events described on the
brochure’s pages are well established. Of
course, to remain relevant in perpetuity, the
information must be updated periodically.
The design can easily accommodate information and inserts to promote upcoming
events, such as Belton’s Fourth of July
Parade or the annual Christmas on the
Chisholm Trail Festival.

RELAX

A MILE IN OUR SHOES

In 2019, the brochure was featured at the
state conference of the American Planning
Association (Texas Chapter). Belton conducted a brief mobile workshop as part
of the conference. It included a tour of
many of the downtown historic buildings,
and focused on incentive programs used
to repair and renovate downtown properties. The brochure piqued the interest of
the workshop participants, many of whom
commented they had no idea this part of
Belton existed and they would love to come
back and more fully explore the historic
areas when they have more time.
This project not only had buy-in from City
leaders, it was also strongly supported by
local business owners. In the future, the
brochures may include information about
applying for the City’s tax credit program or
similar useful information, such as the City’s
Historic Landmark Program. The brochure’s
promotion of Belton’s history and drawing in
visitors is one economic development tool.
More walking is in the future with plans to
partner with the Bell County Museum for
guided tours, complete with a museum
staff member dressed in historic period
costume. This has been a labor of love,
which has increased foot and car traffic in a
growing city that is already the number one
tourist destination in Bell County. H

Relax beside the pool and escape to
Margaritaville Lake Resort, a suite getaway.
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ANDRES
GARZA JR.
RETIRES
AS CITY
MANAGER OF
WHARTON
AFTER
27 YEARS
Please join us in congratulating TML Risk Pool board member Andres Garza Jr., on his retirement. Garza began his
career in 1977 at the City of Pearsall, moving his way up to
city manager in 1980, where he served in that position until
1994. He then joined the City of Wharton, serving the community as city manager for 27 years. He was a member of
the TML Risk Pool board of directors for 37 years, where he
served as chair from 1994-1996. His board tenure makes
him the longest-serving member in the history of the Pool.
Paula Favors, Wharton City Secretary and Assistant City
Manager, worked with Garza for over a decade. She sums
up his service in Wharton by saying that “Mr. Garza has
always been the driving force behind helping others excel,
and by encouraging staff to gain all the knowledge that
they can to help better themselves and to better serve the
community. He is truly what a public servant should be,
always looking out for the best for city residents and keeping customer service as his top priority.”
His board service reflects that work ethic as well. In a
recent interview, Garza said “TMLIRP, from its inception in
1973, has really been transformed [into what it is today].”
We are “the most successful risk pool in the nation. We’re a
model – not only to the state of Texas – but to the nation. I
know because I’ve attended several meetings and confer-
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ences and they know [us]. I think that, as a board member,
those are things that I’m really proud of.”
Garza has always been a passionate advocate for small
cities. He was a founding member in 1990 of the Texas
Municipal League’s Small Cities Advisory Council. In addition, he is a member of the Texas and International City
Management Associations.
Garza was a pioneer who helped make the Pool what it is
today. He truly exemplifies what it means to be a servant
leader, and his leadership helped develop the Pool’s Core
Values of integrity, public service, fiscal responsibility, and
operational excellence.
As he moves on to the next chapter in his life, we hope he
has plenty of time to spend playing golf, fishing, and spending time with his wife Adeline, their two boys, Andrew III and
Adam, and grandson AJ.
“We might have differences approaching a problem or discussing it,” he said. “But at the end of the day – [at the Pool]
– just like in the city, we’re still neighbors, we’re still together. We both have the same objective: to better the lives of
our citizens, better the lives of our communities.”
We’d say: mission accomplished! H
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LEGAL H Q&A
Q

Evelyn W. Njuguna, TML Assistant
Director of Legal Services
of seven consecutive 24-hour periods. See id. §778.105. A city’s

Is a city required to pay its nonexempt

policies may require that an employee take vacation time, paid

employees while the city offices are closed due to

time off, or other applicable accrued leave to offset the days the

a disaster or inclement weather?

employee did not work, whether full or partial days, provided
that the employee receives in payment an amount equal to the

A

Generally, the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) does not

require an employer to pay a nonexempt employee for hours the
employee did not work. As a result, whether the city is closed for
part of a day, part of a week, or a full week or more, the city is
not required to pay nonexempt employees for time they did not
work even if such employees would normally be scheduled to
work if the city were open. However, if a nonexempt employee
receives a fixed weekly salary regardless of the number of hours
the employee works during the workweek (commonly referred
to as the “fluctuating workweek” pay method), the city must pay
the employee his or her full weekly salary for any workweek in
which any work was performed. See 29 C.F.R. §§778.114; 778.306.
Nonetheless, a city may allow a nonexempt employee to use any
applicable paid accrued leave balance to substitute for the time

employee’s guaranteed salary. See Wage and Hour Op. Letter
FLSA2009-2 (Jan. 14, 2009). However, in instances where the
employer does not provide paid leave benefits, the employee
has no accrued paid leave to apply to the absences, a reduction
of paid accrued leave will result in a negative leave balance, or an
employee already has a negative leave balance, the city must pay
the employee his or her full salary for the workweek. See Wage
and Hour Op. Letter FLSA2005-41 (Oct. 24, 2005).

If a city is closed for a full workweek and an exempt employee
performs no work during that workweek, the city is not required to
pay the exempt employee for that workweek. 29 C.F.R. §541.602(a)
(1). A city may allow the employee to use any applicable paid
accrued leave during such absence.

the employee is absent from work.
A city should consult with its local legal counsel before making

Q Is a city required to pay its exempt employees

deductions to an exempt employee’s salary in response to a

while the city offices are closed due to a disaster or

in an exempt employee losing his or her exemption and becoming

inclement weather?

a nonexempt employee who is entitled to overtime pay.

A

With limited exceptions, exempt employees must be paid

Q Is a city required to pay an exempt employee

their full salary for any workweek in which they perform any work,

if the city is open and the employee chooses not

regardless of the number of days or hours they work. Id. §541.602.

to report to work due to a disaster or inclement

As such, if an exempt employee works any part of a workweek

weather?

disaster or inclement weather as improper deductions can result

in which the city is closed or cannot be reopened for less than
a full workweek due to a disaster or inclement weather, the city
must pay the employee his or her full salary for that workweek.
A workweek is defined as a fixed and regularly recurring period
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A

If the city remains open during a disaster or inclement

weather, and an exempt employee chooses not to report to work
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because of a disaster or inclement weather-related reason, such

the emergency without losing their exempt status, provided

as transportation difficulties, and does not perform any work

they continue to be paid on a salary basis of at least $684 per

during such absence, the employee is considered to be absent

week. Although this directive from the Department of Labor

for personal reasons. Id. §541.602(b)(1); Wage and Hour Op. Letter

may provide some latitude to cities to shift duties in response

FLSA2005-41. When an exempt employee is absent for personal

to the pandemic, employers should continue to monitor tasks

reasons, other than sickness or disability, an employer may

performed by exempt employees to make sure that they are

deduct from the employee’s salary one or more full day absences

primarily performing exempt duties, and if they have to perform

without violating the FLSA. Id. However, a city may require an

nonexempt duties, that they are not performing the nonexempt

exempt employee to use vacation time, paid time off, or any other

duties for a prolonged time period.

applicable accrued paid leave to offset any full day or partial day
absences. Additionally, a special rule applicable only to public

Q May a city provide hazard pay to employees

sector employers, including cities, allows a city to deduct partial

during a disaster or emergency?

day absences for personal reasons from an exempt employee’s
salary when the employee has exhausted their accrued paid
leave. 29 C.F.R. §541.710.

A

State and federal law do not require a city to pay hazard pay

to employees who perform hazardous or arduous tasks during an

Q May a city require an exempt employee perform

emergency or disaster. As such, whether to provide hazard pay to

nonexempt duties during an emergency or disaster?

hazard pay may do so if it determines that providing the extra

such employees is a local decision. A city that desires to provide

compensation serves a public purpose. See Tex. Const. arts. III,

A

Generally, in order for an exempt employee to maintain his

or her exempt status, the employee’s exempt duties must be the
employee’s “primary duty.” The term “primary duty” means the
principal, main, major or most important duty that the employee
performs. Id. §541.700. Employees who spend more than half
of their time performing exempt work will generally satisfy the
primary duty requirement. Id. Although the time spent on exempt
duties is a significant factor in determining whether an employee
is exempt or not, it is not the sole test. Id. The primary duty test
is an employee-specific, case-by-case inquiry with the major
emphasis on the character of the employee’s job as a whole.

§52(a) (providing the legislature shall have no power to authorize
any city “to lend its credit or to grant public money or thing of
value in aid of, or to any individual, association or corporation
whatsoever, . . . .”). Additionally, a city should ensure that it complies
with Article III, Section 53 of the Texas Constitution, which prohibits
a city from giving employees pay increases retroactively. See Tex.
Const. Art. III, §53; Fausett v. King, 470 S.W.2d 770, 774 (Tex. Civ.
App. —El Paso 1971, no writ). Because cities are prohibited from
granting additional compensation that is not agreed upon before
work begins, the decision to provide hazard pay must be made in
advance of the employee performing services that are entitled to
hazard pay, otherwise, a retroactive payment after services have
been performed would be considered an illegal bonus.

The Department of Labor’s recent COVID-19 and the Fair Labor
Standards Act Questions and Answers (https://www.dol.gov/
agencies/whd/flsa/pandemic#q2) provides that during a public
health emergency declared by a federal, state, or local authority
with respect to COVID-19, otherwise exempt employees may
temporarily perform nonexempt duties that are required by
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Additionally, hazard pay that is provided to a nonexempt employee
must be included in calculating the employee’s regular rate of
pay, which may affect the overtime compensation the employee
is entitled to. See 29 C.F.R. §778.207.
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Q May a city penalize an employee who leaves Q What is a furlough?
his or her place of employment to participate in an
emergency evacuation order?

A

A

but it is generally understood to mean mandatory unpaid time

The term “furlough” does not have an exact legal definition,

Texas law prohibits an employer, including a city, from

off from work for a certain time period that is limited in duration.

discharging or discriminating against an employee who leaves

A reduction in pay alone, without any corresponding unpaid time

the employee’s place of employment to participate in a general

off, is typically not considered to be a furlough.

public evacuation ordered under an emergency evacuation order
or a local disaster declaration. See Tex. Lab. Code §22.002. An

Employers typically use furloughs in times of significant economic

employer who violates this provision is liable for any loss of wages

downturn that are temporary in nature as an alternative to

and employer-provided benefits incurred by the employee as

terminating or laying off employees or implementing across-the-

a result of the violation. Id. §22.003. However, this provision

board pay cuts. A furlough can be accomplished in a number

does not apply to emergency services personnel, including fire
fighters, police officers, emergency medical technicians, and
other individuals who are required to provide services for the
benefit of the general public in emergency situations, provided
that adequate emergency shelter is provided for such individuals.
Id. §22.004.

of ways, including by reducing – for a certain time period – the
number of hours or days an employee works with an equivalent
reduction in pay or requiring an employee to take a certain
amount of unpaid time off. A furlough may include all employees
or may exclude some employees, such as employees who
provide or support essential or critical services. Additionally,
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unlike a termination or a layoff in which there is a separation

that are less than full workweeks without the employee losing

of the employment relationship, a furloughed employee is still

their exempt status. For example, an exempt employee can take

considered to be an employee.

every Tuesday (8 hours) as a furlough day, and the city is only
required to compensate the employee for 32 hours worked during

A city that is considering a furlough for all or some of its employees

that workweek. During such workweek, the employee is treated

should work with local legal counsel to develop a policy that

as a non-exempt employee, is paid on an hourly basis, and is

addresses, among other things, which employees will be subject

entitled to overtime pay if the employee works more than 40

to a furlough, who approves furloughs, how long a furlough will

hours. Cities should ensure that in a workweek when furlough is

be in place, and what benefits, if any, an employee will continue to

taken, the combination of worked hours and furlough hours do not

accrue during a furlough. A city should also review any contractual

exceed 40 hours, otherwise the exempt employee will be entitled

requirements, including any meet and confer agreements and

to overtime pay. As such, a furlough policy should prohibit an

collective bargaining agreements, before taking action to furlough

exempt employee from performing any work on the day(s) when

employees who are subject to those agreements.

the employee is on furlough, including tasks such as checking
or responding to emails or voicemails, answering phone calls, or

Q May a city furlough employees?
A

attending meetings.

Cities that are contemplating a furlough may want to review the
Yes. Absent any contractual obligations, a city may furlough

both exempt and non-exempt employees. Because an employer
is only required to pay a nonexempt employee for the hours the
employee actually works, a city may reduce the number of hours
a nonexempt employee is scheduled to work provided that the
employee is paid at least the minimum wage (currently at $7.25/

Department of Labor Fact Sheet #70 (https://www.dol.gov/sites/
dolgov/files/WHD/legacy/files/whdfs70.pdf), which provides
additional information on wages issues that may come up during
a furlough.

Q May an employee use paid accrued time off to

hour) for all hours worked and any applicable overtime pay.

supplement the employee’s pay during a furlough?

The Fair Labor Standards Act provides that certain exempt
employees (executive, professional, administrative, and certain

A

computer employees) must be paid a “predetermined salary”

policies require or allow an employee to use paid accrued leave

(currently a minimum of $684/week) for any workweek in which

in lieu of a furlough. Others prohibit an employee from using any

the employee works without regard to the quantity or quality

paid accrued time off to supplement the employee’s pay during

of the employee’s work.

Failure to do so

a furlough. Cities should carefully consider these options when

generally results in the exempt employee losing his or her exempt

drafting a furlough policy while taking into account the city’s

status. However, a special rule, applicable only to public sector

budget.

29 C.F.R. §541.602.

Yes, but only if the city has a policy that allows for it. Some

employers, including a city, allows for an exempt employee to
retain his or her exempt status except in the workweek when a
budget-required furlough is taken and the employee’s salary
is reduced accordingly. Id. §541.710(b). This provision allows an
exempt employee in a city to be on furlough for time periods
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Q Is an employee’s health insurance coverage

threshold

requirements

is

available

for

employees

impacted during a furlough?

whose work hours are reduced as a result of a furlough.
The loss of health care benefits that results from a temporary

A

reduction in the number of hours worked due to a mandatory
Whether an employee (and any dependents of the employee)

furlough is a qualifying event that triggers the Consolidated

who is on furlough will be eligible for continued group health

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA). 42 U.S.C. §300bb-

insurance benefits with the city will depend on whether the

1. A city that employs 20 or more employees and that offers

health benefit plan documents allow benefits to continue when

health plan coverage must follow COBRA requirements, which

an employee fails to work the required number of hours specified

include providing COBRA election notices to employees (and their

in the plan documents. Some health benefit plans require that

eligible dependents) who have a qualifying event. Id. §300bb-

an employee work a specific number of hours (for example, 20

2. The employee may elect to continue health coverage at the

hours a week) in order to be eligible for health care benefits. A city

employee’s own expense, but a city may also pay a portion of its

considering a furlough should review the plan documents and any

employees’ COBRA premiums if it finds doing so serves a public

stop-loss policy to determine how coverage is affected during a

purpose.

furlough. If it is determined that continued coverage is unavailable

furloughed for a short-time period, such as one month.. H

COBRA requirements apply even if the employee is

for furloughed employees, a city may want to reach out to its
health insurance carrier to determine if a waiver of any work hour

Texas Political Subdivisions JSIF
Serving Texas Cities Since 1983

You owe it to your City to get another insurance quote…
What’s the worst that could happen?
You find out you’re getting a good price.
Coverages Include
Or you find out you really can get a better
Auto Physical Damage
price and better service!
Auto Liability
Crime
Crisis Management (Active Shooter)
General Liability
Cyber Liability
Law Enforcement
Property
Public Officials
Workers’ Compensation
Compare your current insurance coverage and pricing with us today!
972-361-6303 • keith.alberts@tpspool.org
www.tpspool.org
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MEET THE
NEW EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF THE
TEXAS ASSOCIATION
OF CONVENTION
AND VISITOR
BUREAUS
On November 9, 2020, Kathleen Frankford took the helm at the

economic driver in our state. I look forward to working with all of

Texas Association of Convention and Visitor Bureaus (TACVB) as

our partners to strengthen our industry and optimize that growth.”

its new Executive Director.

Frankford’s first major initiative at TACVB was holding the

Frankford has more than 25 years of experience in the tourism

association’s 2021 Virtual Winter Conference, which featured over

industry, both on the destination management organization side

45 educational sessions from thought leaders throughout Texas

and in tourism consulting. Most recently, she was Vice President

and North America. The event was a success and attracted more

of Marketing with MMGY NextFactor, where she worked with

than 415 attendees.

destination organizations to optimize their strength, resources, and
operations through assessments and strategic planning. Frankford
previously held two leadership roles with destination organizations
in Pennsylvania, serving as President of Discover Lancaster,
and as the first Tourism Director for the Cumberland Valley
Visitors Bureau. She is also a Certified Destination Management
Executives (CDME) instructor with Destination International and
serves on its CDME board.
“I am excited for the opportunity to serve as the TACVB Executive

“Kathleen’s multifaceted experience addresses the full scope
of TACVB’s needs, and we know she will be a great asset to the
association and to the membership,” said Mark W. Thompson,
Chairman of the TACVB Board.
Frankford is already working on the association’s next educational
event, its Annual Summer Conference, which will be held August
23-27 in Conroe. The event is expected to be held in person at the
Margaritaville Lake Resort.. H

Director, and am honored to represent the great state of Texas and
its destination organizations,” said Frankford. “Tourism is a major
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TOURISM
DISTRICTS AS
A RECOVERY
TOOL FOR
TEXAS CITIES
By Scott Joslove, President and CEO
Texas Hotel & Lodging Association
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For most communities, the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic
resulted in devastating reductions in business travel, event, and
convention business. Since March, hotels that typically averaged
60 to 90 percent occupancy levels during the week and full
houses on weekends are now down to 15 to 30 percent occupancy
levels during the week and only slightly higher occupancies on
weekends.
There are exceptions. During the summer, Texas resort locations
with beaches, swimming, and other outdoor amenities still
garnered strong leisure business from guests who were anxious
to leave their homes, and opted to drive with their families to
destinations such as South Padre Island, Galveston, Corpus Christi,
Port Aransas, Rockport, and the Big Bend. This vacation travel
niche had an extended season with many schools offering virtual
classes and a large number of college students taking a year off.
We also saw resilient hotel activity in more rural and mid-sized
Texas communities that are on major transportation routes for
truckers. Unfortunately, these patches of strong hotel activity
remain the exception rather than the rule.
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For the majority of Texas, the lodging and tourism industry awaits
comprehensive vaccinations that will yield a renewed willingness
to host and attend events. Most experts expect that by late
summer or early fall of 2021, we should have accomplished mass
vaccinations and the onset of some form of herd immunity. As that
time approaches, communities in Texas and beyond will be vying
to retain and grow their market share of leisure, business, group,
and convention business. And convention centers will be back to
the business of competing with gusto to host conventions, events,
and sporting activities.
As widespread travel resumes, destination marketing organizations
(DMOs) will be investing in marketing initiatives to alert potential
customers that “we are back, and ready to host your next event.”
The competition for this business will be impacted by the ability
of Texas communities to effectively harness the resources that are
needed to market their areas and provide meaningful incentives
to capture the most sought-after business. Marketing efforts will
be undertaken to ensure that their destination is top of mind for
not only their existing clients, but business sectors that they have
yet to capture. Utilizing current technology, we can now measure
actual visitors who are traceable to each marketing campaign and
data on where they are going and for how long. With this data,
we can ensure that we strategically focus our resources on the
marketing efforts that produce concrete positive results.
In the competition for hotel activity and group business, it will be
essential that a community strategically accesses its resources
to sponsor and incentivize competitively bid events. When done
right, the return on investment (ROI) on these incentives is well
over $7 in hotel room night revenue for every dollar in incentives
that is provided by a DMO. The overall direct economic impact to
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the community for such business is many times this number.
Where do DMOs get the funding for enhanced marketing
campaigns and incentives that will win business? It has typically
come from local hotel tax revenues. However, most Texas
communities deplete local hotel tax revenues well before
they exhaust the business leads they could pursue through
supplemental marketing and incentives. To address this limitation,
communities throughout Texas are now turning to the option of
creating a “tourism public improvement district” or “TPID.” The
TPID funding allows these destinations to submit a larger number
of bids for potential group and event business. It also enables
more competitive bids that typically produce a much larger
percentage of event and group business that is won by these
areas.
Tourism public improvement districts are simply a special form of
“public improvement district” under Chapter 372 of the Texas Local
Government Code. The first Texas tourism public improvement
district was formed in Dallas in 2012. During the initial term of the
District, hotel occupancy throughout the City of Dallas increased
by over 17 percent. With the added incentive and sponsorship
funding, Dallas’ conversion rate for winning city-wide events
doubled from securing 23 percent of the large event business it
bid on to winning over 46 percent of such bids. In its nine years of
operation, the Dallas TPID had an average ROI of over $14 in hotel
room night revenue for every dollar it expended in TPID incentives.
With the success of the Dallas Tourism PID, the Texas Hotel &
Lodging Association (THLA) sought and secured legislation in
2013 to allow the Cities of Fort Worth, Arlington, San Antonio, and
Austin to also pursue a Tourism PID. As a result, successful TPIDs
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strategies on how to make it a win/win for the area lodging
industry and the overall community. THLA has worked directly
with the hotel communities in Dallas, Fort Worth, Arlington, San
Antonio, and most recently Waco to successfully educate the
area hoteliers, and ultimately form a TPID. TPIDs are under
consideration now in Amarillo, Denton, and Frisco, and the list of
interested communities is constantly expanding.

have now been formed in Fort Worth, Arlington, and San Antonio,
and a district is currently under contemplation for Austin. During
the 2019 Texas Legislative Session, THLA proposed and secured
state law authority now for any Texas city to propose and pass a
TPID for their area.
The question is fairly asked whether your area hoteliers would be
supportive of the creation of a TPID during a period of low hotel
occupancies and limited event and convention business. In the
majority of the cases, the answer is “yes” if the district is set up
effectively to provide the area with the supplemental marketing
and incentive funds it will need to achieve a strong recovery of
transient and group business. Hotel industry leaders know that
the optimal time to build a hotel, expand a convention center,
or make other investments of this nature is often during a down
economy. This allows for the project to be built while times
are rough, with the completion of the project as the economy
rebounds, setting you up to hit the ground running to maximize
business as the economic recovery arrives.

If your area hoteliers indicate an interest in the formation of such
a district, THLA can work with the local DMO to develop the
proposed TPID “Service Plan.” THLA can also help in the process
undertaken to meet the statutory requirement of receiving signed
petitions in support of formation of the District from the owners
of over sixty percent of the hotels within the area. For a TPID to
be formed, it must be initiated by the petition process of the area
hoteliers. Then, it must be approved by a majority vote of the city
council after two public hearings on the proposed district.
As we recover from the economic blight brought on by the
pandemic, Texas communities will need every tool available to
accelerate economic recovery. For cities that compete for group
and event business, formation of a TPID can be one of the most
effective and transformative tools your area will have in its toolkit..
H

How do you assess the sentiments of your area hoteliers on
formation of a PID? Start by asking your DMO to create a committee
of the more active and vocal hoteliers in your community. The
legal department of THLA can provide presentations on how
TPIDs work in Texas, their formation and potential benefits, and

Your group’s health and safety are our top priorities.

CONTACT US TODAY!
TEXAS

VisitMcKinney.com/TTC
888-649-8499
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HOW THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY
CAN HELP LEAD THE WAY TO TEXAS’
ECONOMIC RECOVERY
By Erika Boyd, Interim President and CEO, Texas Travel Alliance

Texans and Texas communities are struggling. The impacts
of the coronavirus pandemic have been felt far and wide
across the Texas economy, in every family’s pocketbook,
every business, and every city’s budget. Businesses across
the state have been forced to close, many reopening
with limited capacity and still unable to bring back their
furloughed and laid-off employees. Many Texans are still out
of work, and according to the Texas Workforce Commission
(TWC), no other industry has been hit harder than travel and
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tourism (leisure and hospitality as classified by TWC).
Travel creates jobs. One out of every 10 Texas jobs is supported
by travel and tourism. The industry encompasses hotels,
restaurants, airlines and airports, attractions, destinations,
and many more businesses that according to the TWC as of
January 2020, employed 1,419,800 Texans. As the pandemic
took hold, we began to see staggering job losses. By April
2020, we had lost 582,000 jobs. Since that low point in April
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2020, 400,500 leisure and hospitality jobs have returned to
the Texas economy. The Texas unemployment rate remains
elevated at 7.2 percent. Year over year in December, Texas
employment is down 430,800 with 40 percent or 173,100 in
the leisure and hospitality sector according to TWC.
Recently, in an interview with The Texas Tribune, Texas
Comptroller Glenn Hegar said “hospitality and leisure
— which are a huge part of the economy, have been
disproportionately impacted by this downturn.” Travel and
travel spending are vital tax revenue generators for the
Texas economy and unfortunately, we have seen firsthand
the effect of losing these economic drivers. Travel spending
generates significant tax revenues in sales, motor fuel and
hotel occupancy taxes which were down 5.05 percent, 10.63
percent and 48.54 percent respectively as of December
2020. (Source: Texas Comptroller). According to Dean Runyan
& Associates, the impact of Covid-19 on the Texas travel
industry shows an estimated $36.9 billion in lost economic
impact due to the pandemic through the first nine months
of 2020 compared to the prior year. By calendar quarter,
travel spending was down 1.7 percent in Q1, 47.4 percent in
Q2, and 34.1 percent in Q3 statewide. But there are brighter
days ahead and the travel industry in Texas can once again
help lead the way to economic prosperity.
We believe that economic recovery in Texas will take hold
as vaccines become more widely available and accessible
to more Texans, as federal relief continues to bolster the
economy, and consumer confidence returns. Then we will
see more and more Texans traveling again.
There is pent-up demand to travel and according to a recent
study by Destination Analysts, more than half of those
surveyed are ready to travel or are already traveling. Also,
of note in the survey results, the average distance people
are willing to travel on a road trip is 324 miles – a perfect
distance to hit many Texas cities and destinations along the
way.
The impact of this travel spending will be felt almost
immediately in the economy. Travel spending is the
rising tide that lifts all boats across many sectors of the
economy. When a family travels in Texas, they put gas in
their car, stop and shop at retail stores, pick up takeout or
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dine in restaurants, stay in hotels along the way, and visit
attractions at their destination. All along the way on their
journey, they spend money that boosts both the state and
local economies.
Travel is a proven economic driver. In 2019, the industry had
an economic impact of more than $169 billion to the Texas
economy, and had both direct and secondary impacts on
many other industries from transportation to construction.
Travel and tourism are among the largest export industries
in the state, second only to oil and gas, and a significant
contributor to tax revenues from sales tax, motor fuel, hotel
occupancy to alcoholic beverage taxes. Travel spending
in Texas helps to lower the overall tax bill for every Texas
household. In 2019, due to travel spending in Texas, each
Texas household paid $760 less in taxes. (Source: Dean
Runyan & Associates)
In 2019, according to data from the Governor’s Office of Texas
Economic Development & Tourism, a total of $83 billion in
direct travel spending was recorded in Texas (by travelers
to and within Texas). That travel spending generated $4.7
billion in state taxes and $3.1 billion in local taxes. Many
local economies have suffered significant financial losses
and are now facing budgetary shortfalls due to the lack of
tax revenues generated by travel and tourism, which help to
fund the budget.
The Texas travel industry stands ready to help revitalize
state and local economies as vaccines continue to roll out,
consumer confidence grows, and we head into the spring
and summer months. With a full, strong summer season, we
can contribute much-needed tax revenues to fuel public
services, education, and other critical community needs as
we begin to recover from this devastating pandemic. Don’t
we all need to get off zoom and get on the road, get outside,
and get a little fresh air?
A healthy and vibrant travel and tourism industry is crucial
to the health of the overall economy. Texas communities
large and small, as well as the State budget depend on the
revenues generated and supported by the travel industry.
Life’s Better in a State of Travel is more than a slogan, it is an
important step toward getting the Texas economy moving
again. H
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TOURISM TEAMWORK:

SOUTH METROPLEX CVBS COLLABORATE
TO TURN STAYCATIONS INTO VACATIONS
By Belinda Willis, Communications Manager, City of Mansfield

that’s not always noticed by visitors shadowed by the big
city marketing efforts.”

Timing is everything.
Little did several Convention and Visitors Bureaus (CVBs)
know that when they collaborated on a promotional
campaign for tourists and locals, the prospect of a
“staycation” would play well during a pandemic.
The award-winning “SoMetro Staycation” campaign (short
for South Metroplex), from the Cedar Hill, Ennis, Grand
Prairie, Mansfield, and Waxahachie CVBs, was designed to
cross promote events and attractions in the participating
cities and introduce the communities as destinations for
visitors and residents from each other’s cities.
“The key for smaller markets is partnership,” said Mansfield
CVB’s Theresa Cohagen. “Mansfield alone may not be a
location where a family could spend a week’s vacation. But
partnered with the four cities, we can offer an option that’s
attractive and fun.”
The campaign, with colorful, in-house creative by Mansfield,
was a play on words, says Grand Prairie’s Sara Dedeluk.
“There is SO much to do in the south Dallas-Fort Worth area
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The team’s videos are getting thousands of views and have
resonated with visitors, partly because travel is challenging
during the pandemic. People want local travel, and CVBs
want to save on marketing. “Our budgets have taken a hit,”
said Gina Rokas with Ennis CVB. “So with us sharing on our
respective sites, we are still able to reach thousands of
visitors.”
Cedar Hill CVB’s Michelle Hernandez has seen the
campaign’s success. “Comments when we post the videos
show people were unaware of certain attractions we had in
our respective cities, like an Airstream RV park or an outdoor
skate park.”
With the success of the campaign, the team is now looking
at new ideas for bringing attention to SoMetro. “The future
of the campaign looks bright with so many new things
developing in the SoMetro area,” said Waxahachie CVB’s
Laurie Mosley. “There is much fun ahead.” H
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STOP FREAKING
OUT. CERTAINTY IN
MARKETING DURING
UNCERTAIN TIMES
By Darren Drewitz, Co-founder, MindEcology.com

For tourism marketers, uncertain times call for certainty
in decisions. Like Covid-19, certainty in marketing can be
challenging. Here are three concrete, proven marketing
tactics you can be certain will help you right now.

2. Go Deeper on Digital

1. Ask Your Visitors

Right now, we’re stuck at home, looking for information.
Where do we go to find answers, or places to visit, or to see
what businesses are open? Google, Yahoo, Bing. See what
words and terms your prospects are clicking on. Learn the
basics on analytics and get in front of where people are
searching.

Straight up ask your current and prospective visitors what
will make them feel better. What do they want to see? Do
they want the COVID-19 travel guidelines splashed all over
your website homepage? Once upon a time in marketing,
we used focus groups for everything. Survey your visitors.
Take three to five percent of your budget and do research.
This is the foundation of marketing: Survey Monkey, social
listening, comment card, polls and Facebook polls. Use it
all. Do it now. With technology it’s easier than ever.
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It seems obvious, but I still answer questions about digital
marketing as if it’s new. Digital marketing started in 1994.
That was 27 years ago. Digital provides real-time guidance.

3. Get Real
Consumers are more cynical than ever. Stop wordsmithing
everything and get real with your visitors. Get on social
channels. Film personalized videos with updates. Be a real
person who says real things. Interview your local hoteliers,
shop owners, and attractions. Ask them to share how they
are being cautious. No spin, just real conversation. H
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THERE’S NO PLACE
LIKE CLOSE TO HOME
By Dave Krupinski, Interim President and CEO, Visit San Antonio
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After a year of weathering the effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic on our
community’s tourism and hospitality
industry, Visit San Antonio has crafted a
simple message for potential visitors in
coming months.
There’s no place like close to home.
It’s not a new marketing emphasis, of
course. More than 70 percent of San
Antonio’s annual leisure travel arrives
from inside the state of Texas. As a
generational destination of choice, our
city drew more than 40 million visitors in
2019. The travel industry generated more
than $15 billion in economic impact.
Like you, we’ve been battered by the
coronavirus, and the battle isn’t yet
over. After months of going dark in our
marketing efforts, cognizant of the risk
of inviting people to travel in a time of
pandemic, Visit San Antonio has begun
to strategically ramp up its marketing.
The emphasis has been to spotlight the
city’s long-standing commitment to the
welfare of its guests, employees, and
residents.
Now more than ever, the focus is on
consumer confidence, as we know that
when Texas travelers finally answer that
pent-up desire to get out again, they’ll
initially stick to shorter trips to destinations
that are familiar and appealing.
In doing so, we hope that travelers will
follow what has become a familiar route
over the years – driving to San Antonio. H
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A YEAR OF POSITIVE PIVOTS FOR CVBS
HOW VISITOR CENTERS HAVE CHANGED
DURING COVID-19
By Tammy Dooley, CFEA, Director, City of Granbury Convention & Visitors Bureau
Pivot is the word. At Visit Granbury, the City of Granbury

items selected by the community. Supporting local merchants

Convention & Visitors Bureau, we immediately began advocating

was promoted with purchasing gift cards and our monthly “Girls

for the community when the pandemic hit. With support

Night Out” turned virtual. We created a Spotify playlist for Granbury

from our city manager, mayor, and city council, we had the

with songs selected from social media suggestions. Our online

opportunity to embrace our love for Granbury by expanding the

platforms offer #granburylove digital swag, profile frames, Zoom

#GranburyLove campaign into the “We Wear a Mask Because

backgrounds, and links to the #GranburyLove video, a source of

We Love Granbury” campaign as encouragement to bring

nationwide-community pride. We continue to build our brand as

business and tourism back.

USA Today’s “Best Historic Small Town in America” (2019, 2020),
adding a Historical Walking Tour to our I Love Granbury App.

Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB) organizations have
become resource and communication centers as stakeholders

The Lake Granbury Conference Center (LGCC) was the distribution

look for information, travel protocols, city updates, industry

point for the drive-thru of free #GranburyLove masks and business

standards, visitor expectations, and funding sources. We’ve

kits. Kits included branded posters, coloring pages, t-shirts,

strengthened partnerships between chambers of commerce,

and window clings. Meetings that now include social distance

downtown associations, and media organizations. Our weekly

and safety protocols are expected by meeting planners as

Rise and Grind networking event pivoted online, continuing

events reconfigure with success. The LGCC may become a major

encouraging updates for stakeholders.

vaccination hub if needed.

Supporting local restaurants pivoted to takeout, delivery, and

We continue to “show our love” and appreciate our community

curbside options. We revamped our “Foodie Trail” with winning

who is great not because of what we have done, but what they
have done. H
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THINKING
OUTSIDE: ALPINE,
THE PANDEMIC,
AND THE GREAT
OUTDOORS
By Chris Ruggia, Director of Tourism, City of Alpine

At Home
Governor Abbott’s emergency directives in April gave
tourism promoters a dilemma: how to connect with their
audiences without encouraging the movement of people
(and the disease) during the lockdown.
Alpine decided to shift its social media feeds to an emotional
support footing, posting inspirational landscape photos
with messages encouraging viewers to take refuge in a
restful idea of solitude in nature while sheltering at home.
In Alpine
Once the restrictions on activities loosened, the Alpine
Visitor Center focused on the relative safety of the open
air by providing services on the porch outside of the
main building when possible and organizing a series of
outdoor events with mask and distance policies. A weekly
outdoor vendor’s market with live music, a “Halloween
Trail” costume walk for families, and a distanced Christmas
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parade all gave visitors and residents activities to enjoy in a
masked outdoor setting.
In the Parks
The wide open spaces of nearby Big Bend National Park
and Big Bend Ranch State Park have seen a surge of
first-time visits from Texas metro residents escaping the
population density at home and bringing very welcome
economic activity to Alpine and the region. While there
have been local fears all along of viral transmission from
travelers, our limited evidence suggests that most spikes
in our COVID-19 cases have been caused by social events,
and not visitors enjoying outdoor activities.
Our parents would never have dreamed that their
suggestions to “go outside and play” would be so prescient,
and even life-saving! H
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SILVER LININGS IN THE
WAKE OF COVID-19
By Mary Raum, CTE/TDM, Tourism Marketing Manager, City of Palestine

If one thing is certain, the hospitality industry was flipped
on its lid in 2020 and the creativity which it has spawned
is nothing short of inspiring. We’ve learned how to adapt
and pivot on a moment’s notice and, while we know the
recovery period is far from over, Texas tourism is going to
emerge stronger in spite of the challenges.
As hotel revenue began to drop, our team reviewed every
line in the budget, identifying and learning how to be more
mindful of the money spent, and how to manage a business
on an income that we knew wasn’t coming in.
Visit Palestine took a deep dive into the strategic plan and
focused on in-house assets that we could strengthen to
enhance the customer experience. Partnering with our
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webhost, app, and widget teams, we challenged them
to develop solutions for social distancing and establish
Palestine as a safe destination. We saturated the content
and began creating user engagement tools which resulted
in destination challenges, scavenger hunts, and self-guided
tours at many of our key attractions. Then we looked at our
customer profiles and shifted our marketing dollars for the
holiday season to draw guests who were more likely to
travel. We already see it as a recipe for success.
Our story is similar to many others, and the silver lining
appears in the form of partnerships, comradery, and
industry-wide support that inspired us all to stay strong and
keep pushing forward. H
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IS YOUR
DESTINATION
NOW A DRIVE
MARKET?
By McKenna Dowdle, Media Relations and Communications Manager
Lubbock Economic Development Alliance and Visit Lubbock

The COVID-19 pandemic has undoubtedly changed marketing in

Highlight Outdoor Excursions

the travel and tourism industry. If your destination transitioned to

After a long road trip, nothing sounds more inviting than exploring

target regional drive markets, here are a few strategies to consider

the great outdoors. Promote a local outdoor favorite like hiking

for your next campaign:

trails, golf courses, or zip lines.

Identify Your Drive Market

Partner with Regional Convention and Visitor Bureaus (CVBs)

A typical drive market reaches from 150 to 300 miles, allowing for

Encourage travelers to take the scenic route! To enhance the

a maximum of five hours in the car. But as they say, “everything

overall experience, partner with regional CVBs along the route by

is bigger in Texas,” and we know that travelers come from every

offering a well-rounded experience.

corner of the Lone Star State. Target those who are likely to visit
your destination.

Ensure a Safe Experience
Concern for health and wellbeing is a contributing factor in the

What Makes Your City a Drive Destination?
Market what is unique to your city. What attracts visitors to

influx of road trips. So, it is up to us to ensure a safe and positive
experience for every visitor. H

your community? Focus your efforts on what your destination
does well, what is new, and what entices a visitor to plan a trip.
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TEXAS’
BEST KEPT
SECRET:
DEL RIO

By C. Robert Heath, David Méndez,
and Joshua Katz, Bickerstaff Heath Delgado Acosta L.L.P.

By Blanca G. Larson, Executive Director,
Del Rio Convention and Visitors Bureau
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Travel south on Highway 277 or west
on Highway 90 to Texas’ hidden
treasure, the Amistad Oasis, Del Rio.
Explore the pristine waters of the third
largest lake in Texas, Lake Amistad.
Amistad’s clear waters, nestled in
canyons, are host to bass fishing, jet
skiing, camping, snorkeling, or just
relaxing.
Read the oldest books known to
man - the Native American cave
paintings at Seminole Canyon State
Park. The vastness of these unique
grounds are popular visitation spots
for archaeologists, hikers, bikers, and
even marathon participants.
If serenity is your calling, paddle the
pristine waters of the Devils River.
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This is a highlight for kayakers, swimmers, and
photographers. Sunset brings brilliance and a
peace that soothes your soul. Then, enjoy the
night sky from one of two of Texas’s designated
International dark sky parks located in the Devils
River State Natural Area.
Downtown Del Rio offers the best of the border in
all flavors. Savor a glass of Cabernet Sauvignon at
the oldest operating winery in Texas, the Val Verde
Winery. Enjoy the performing arts at the newly
renovated Paul Poag Theatre. Browse art galleries
full of unique works during Del Rio’s First Friday Art
Walks. Explore life on the frontier and the Law West
of the Pecos’ Judge Roy Bean’s final resting place
at the Whitehead Memorial Museum. Or dance the
summer nights away at the Casa del La Cultura’s
free summer concert series “Noches Musicales.”
So, stop by and explore the Amistad Oasis, Del Rio,
Texas. H

HOW HAVE YOU
REIMAGINED YOUR
DESTINATION?
By Beth Shumate, Communications Manager, Visit McKinney

The goal of destination marketing organizations (DMOs) has
always been to attract visitors to our communities who will
stay in our hotels and enjoy multiple experiences before
going home with plans to soon return. So what do you do
when you suddenly have no visitors, your target audience is
now strictly your locals, and there is nothing for them to do
because everything is closed?
You do the only thing you can – shift to a hyper-local focus
and ramp up relationships with community partners to
provide residents with a sense of continuity and stability
while keeping your organization relevant.

keep residents connected to the City’s regularlyupdated COVID-19 information, the Chamber’s
webpage of business updates, and One Heart
McKinney, an organization that distributed
resources to local non-profit organizations to serve
community members most in need
•

Helping plan virtual concerts to raise funds for
suddenly out-of-work musicians, and co-sponsoring
#McKinneyStrong t-shirt sales to raise funds for
local non-profits and businesses

•

Working with hotels to promote what they were
doing to make their properties safe for guests

•

Serving as liaisons between our venues, musicians,
restaurant owners, and our connections on the
Governor’s Coronavirus task force

In McKinney, we did exactly that by:
•

Creating new areas of our website that featured links
to virtual activities like tours, stage performances,
kids’ projects and educational fun, and other
boredom-busters

•

Sharing these website links and updates on
businesses as they reopened on social media and
in our weekly e-newsletters

•

Working closely with our community partners to
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Our fellow DMOs have been busy reimagining their own
destinations in similar ways, working hard to serve Texas
communities which have been turned upside down by
this pandemic. The Texas tourism industry is filled with
incredible creativity and dedication. H
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HOW ADDISON
IS HOSTING
EVENTS IN THE
COVID-19 ERA
By Amber Patterson
Marketing and Public Communications Specialist
Town of Addison
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It is hard to believe that more than a
year ago the world was introduced to a
reality of masks, copious amounts of
hand sanitizer, and in-depth lessons
in handwashing. For the Town of
Addison, the pandemic hit as our
plans for the annual Taste Addison
festival were taking shape. Like most
places, priorities swiftly shifted as staff
came together to inform and support
residents and businesses during a tumultuous
time.
Addison found creative ways to move most of its events
to a virtual format. The Town created the Taste Addison
experience with short video vignettes that highlighted
the best of the Addison food scene. Staff coordinated a
show-stopping fireworks show and live-streamed it to
transport more than seventy thousand viewers to the
nationally known Kaboom Town! Festival.
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So now, in 2021, when the dust has slightly
settled, how was Addison, defined by
offering the gold standard in special
events, going to press forward? The
answer is adaptability.
Taste Addison, Kaboom Town!, and
Oktoberfest will all be happening
this year, along with a new monthly
event series titled Addison After Dark.
The events will have the same Addison
standard and incorporate strategic Covid-19
adjustments. Visitors can expect limited capacity,
layouts that accommodate social distancing, limited use of
indoor spaces, and the integration of technology to reduce
physical interactions as much as possible in places like
food ordering and ticket sales.
Addison wants to be the blueprint for bringing safe events
to the North Texas area despite the challenges of the
pandemic. H
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DMOS MEAN BUSINESS
By Michael Heckman, Acting President and CEO, Houston First Corporation

Traditionally, the work of Destination Marketing Organizations
(DMOs) like Houston First has been to attract meetings and
events, as well as increase leisure travel to our destinations. We do this through sales and marketing efforts that
encourage those types of travel. Though this focus drives
value for thousands of our friends and neighbors in the
hospitality industry, it can create an “enthusiasm gap” if we
do not effectively communicate how our work positively
impacts our residents and communities.
DMOs make profound and lasting contributions towards the
economic development prospects of a destination.
Think about the last vacation that you took. If you are like
me, it’s likely that at some point you found yourself imagining what life would be like living, working, and raising a
family in that destination. The same goes for a convention
attendee. After a visit to your destination, that person may
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decide to bring his or her family or friends back because
there was something that they connected with there. That
can result in an eventual move to that destination, which
can result in them bringing their business with them, which
then generates even greater economic impact.
This is the power of travel. The work of DMOs in promoting
destinations harnesses these positive impressions in ways
that reach far beyond room nights and a busy convention
center.
As Texas contemplates its post-COVID-19 outlook, remember the work DMOs have accomplished to tell the world that
your city, county, or region is open for business. Because of
the positive impression created by the work of DMOs, a
visitor may soon become a resident, student, taxpayer, or
business owner. H
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GRAPEVINE’S
SOLUTION
TO HOSTING SUCCESSFUL
AND SAFE EVENTS DURING
THE PANDEMIC

By Kimberly Foster, Director of Marketing & Brand Management
Grapevine Convention & Visitor Bureau

Precautions such as mandatory
facemasks and gloves, along with
acrylic screens were a few of the many
onsite safety measures established.

Grapevine welcomed 608 in-person and 1,131 digital

The Grapevine Convention & Visitors Bureau’s (CVB)

attendees to Meeting Professionals International (MPI)

convention sales, destination services, and marketing

World Education Congress at the Gaylord Texan Resort &

teams partnered with MPI in developing successful Duty of

Convention Center in November. The theme of this hybrid

Care procedures which allowed for safe general sessions

meeting, “Reunite for Recovery,” was fitting, especially

and breakout meetings, one-on-one appointments, and

considering that this was the first major in-person and

off-site special events, including a physically distanced

online meeting industry conference hosted in Texas since

dance party and concert by internationally renowned indie

COVID-19 ravaged the industry.

pop sensations Fitz & The Tantrums.
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The secret behind the event’s success can be attributed to
strictly adhering to the following protocols:
•

Masks were required to be worn at all times
throughout the conference. The only time it was
permissible to remove a mask was while actively
eating or drinking.

•

An abundance of hand sanitizer stations were
strategically placed throughout Gaylord Texan and
at off-site events.

•

Temperature screenings were conducted at the
start of each day and a different color wristband was
issued indicating that an individual had followed
proper screening protocols to be admitted into the
conference or special event. The Grapevine CVB
utilized TAURI™ Temperature Check Tablets at its
opening night celebration. These state-of-the-art
tablets use infrared sensors and provides results in
less than three seconds.

•

Staff and attendees adhered to physical distancing
on chartered buses providing transportation to and
from off-site special events.

•

Food items were individually packaged and served
at the conference host location and at all off-site
events.

•

One-on-one meetings were made safe through the
use of acrylic dividers on tables. Tables and chairs
were fully sanitized between appointments, and the
number of seats available per table during general
sessions were limited.

•

Attendees were respectful of each other’s space
and were conscious of signage and ground decals
encouraging physical distancing.
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Restaurant partners offered made-to-order and individually packaged items for the
duration of the event.
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One-on-one meetings were made safe with acrylic separators.

By following these standards for safe in-person meetings
and conferences, no cases of COVID-19 were reported
following the MPI World Education Congress. This
successful hybrid event serves as a blueprint for the future
and provides a great amount of hope for a struggling
industry that traditionally generates upwards of $300
billion annually.
Until we are able to gather again in large groups, meeting
planners, city leaders, and event professionals are
encouraged to refer to the Duty of Care procedures. Please
feel free to call on the Grapevine CVB with questions. H
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Here, a guest lines up in front of a state-of-the-art TAURI™ Temperature Check Tablet,
which uses infrared sensors and provides results in less than three seconds
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CAREER H BUILDER
Empathetic Leadership
The most successful leaders have a strong ability to empathize
with their team members. This is largely because an empathetic
manager or boss can inspire their team to be creative and
productive. The result is more potential for growth since entire
teams are more inspired to work together in order to innovate and
succeed.

Empathetic Constituent Experience
Great marketing concepts are designed with your constituents at
top of mind. If you bring an empathetic mindset to your marketing,
you will more easily understand their needs and any problems

THE POWER OF
WORKPLACE EMPATHY
By Barry Saltzman, Founder and CEO, Saltzman
Enterprise Group

that they might face. Work on listening to your constituents to gain
perspective and meet their needs.

Listening Improves Empathy
One of the fundamental aspects of being empathetic is the
ability to truly listen to what others are saying. Often, individuals
are preoccupied preparing their next statement in their head

Empathy is missing from many discussions about desired

as the person they are speaking with is talking. Those who are

workplace skill sets. There is a lot of focus on other critical

perceptive can see right through this behavior. They will notice

elements such as teamwork or communication, but for some

when someone is not actively listening, but just waiting to speak.

reason empathy gets left out. What is interesting about this is
that empathy makes teamwork and communication easier as it

If you want to empathize, you need to understand, and in order to

increases your ability to understand other people.

understand you need to listen. Listening can be improved through
a patient mindset.

The dictionary defines empathy as “the ability to understand and
Overall, empathy will help you grasp the needs of your co-workers,

share the feelings of another.”

bosses, and constituents. You will gain insight into the effect
This is a powerful skill to possess, and a critical skill if you hope to

that your behavior has on those around you which will improve

become a strong leader and team member. Empathy can help you

collaboration. In the end, those who possess more empathy will

succeed and ultimately give you a leg up in the workplace.

successfully handle conflict (where others cannot) and improve

The advantages that are associated with workplace empathy are

professionalism in the workplace. This all leads to higher success
rates on a professional level. H

nothing to scoff at. Empathy will improve your relationships, as
others will be more inclined to assist you in moments of need.

Thirty plus years of coaching, consulting, and advisory services

Additionally, you will more easily be able to admit when you are

has put Barry Saltzman in a unique position to help his

wrong, as empathy requires an open mind. These advantages will

clients grow and flourish, whatever their goals may be. Barry

improve collaboration.

leverages his experience at Global 100, technology, and service

Additionally, empathy increases diversity of thought. When you
take the time to listen and digest the opinions of others in the
workplace, you are expanding on the possibilities that could exist

organizations to help professionals reach their full potential
using his unique, no-nonsense approach.
http://www.saltzmaneg.com.

on a project or work-related process.
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To learn more, visit

INSTAGRAM HIGHLIGHTS CELEBRATING CITIES
@visitcleburne
The picturesque Cleburne State Park offers a variety
of outdoor activities to enjoy. 🛶🛶 Hike or bike the
nearly 13 miles of scenic trails that take you through
wooded areas, limestone hilltops and along the
spring-fed Cedar Lake.
Photo credit: TPWD

#MyTexasCity
#CitiesProvide

@tml_texas

@visitirvingtx
In Irving romantic gondola cruises from
@gondolaadventures are available year round. 🛶🛶
#VisitIrving #IrvingRocks
Photo credit: @rraquelda

@visitmarshall
Weekend plans? We suggest exploring the great
outdoors! Paddle along the bayous and among the
majestic bald cypress trees of #caddolake 🛶🛶
Photo credit: @ericaargumaniz
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Available for a Limited Time...

bit.ly/3rOJSmU

Explore this interactive gallery of
municipal services, products, and resources
designed specifically for the Texas city official.
Marketplace browsing is FREE
and open to all Texas cities.

Visit the Marketplace
Today!
48
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